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WELCOME to Master The Squat Program! 
Watch your welcome video HERE

This program covers everything from squat mobility, squat warm up, how 
to squat and a 10 week program to improve your squat numbers! There are 
a few things I want to cover right out of the gate:

1. Long term success in a squat means that you are consistently addressing 
   your weakest points. This means you may have to improve your mobility 
   to squat properly. This means you may have to prioritize recovery via 
   sleep and nutrition to continue making progress. There are many 
   reasons why people don’t progress towards their goals. Be vigilant 
   and committed to continual improvement by being as objective with 
   yourself as possible and by addressing your weakest points as honestly 
   as possible. 

2. Warm ups and mobility aren’t to be skipped. These two aspects add 
   value to all of your movements. Don’t spend more than 10 minutes on 
   them, but make sure you accomplish them.

3. Test your squat performance. Chasing a big squat can be fun, but here 
   are some other ways to gauge your long term progress: Can you squat 
   pain free? Has your mobility improved? When video recording yourself, 
   has your bar path improved? Is your squat depth there (and consistently 
   there)? And lastly, are your squat numbers improving relative to your 
   bodyweight? 

Determining Your Current Max: 
Whenever you set a new squat PR, you should be trying to achieve the 
same depth and form you would have when using an unloaded barbell. If 
you record yourself performing a squat with an unloaded barbell, your 
squat max should go just as deep. That being said, you can work your way 
up to a heavy squat by using the method on the last page of this manual 
and use THIS(https://exrx.net/Calculators/OneRepMax) to help you 
determine your 1 Rep Max. 

WATCH VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-xVNOwrJDM
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Mobility Needs:
To properly perform a barbell squat, you will need enough mobility to get into the positions 
a properly performed squat requires. These are the mobility tests and exercises you can 
perform to achieve the needed mobility in the squat. If you are limited in your mobility in the 
following tests, perform the listed mobility drills before each workout. It should take no 
longer than 5 minutes, but can dramatically improve your performance and longevity. 

Start with the Squat Mobility Tests:

Based on your results of the mobility tests, perform one/both of these routines before each 
squat workout to improve your mobility and performance: 

Ankle Mobility Video: 

Getting Under the Barbell Mobility Video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiIJmvf6KUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9DYBa3KODA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guuTO_FxhT4
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Rapid Fitness Warm-Ups
There are 3 options depending on if you are hitting an upper body, lower body or full body 
workout. You can adjust any of the warm ups to key-in on specific areas you need extra 
warm-up time for. These are some of my favorite warm-up exercises! 

Full Body Warm Up Video

Lower Body Warm Up Video: 

Upper Body Warm Up Video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XfoXpGszEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNl22m41cVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pm2kldkPKsk&feature=youtu.be
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WATCH YOUR TUTORIAL VIDEO

How to Squat 

Cliff Notes:
- Bar placement on the rack
- Gripping the bar - hands as close as shoulders allow
- Pinch shoulder blades and pull bar into back
- Unracking the barbell
- Walk out
- Squat stance
- Breathing in squat
- Tripod foot
- Knees and hips move together
- Descent (descent aggressively) 
- Bar path - knees past the toes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3nXuj1Y7cE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3nXuj1Y7cE


Top Squat Mistakes:

Sticking Your Butt Out

Partial Range of Motion:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6FV7CVtJwE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmu52a6WV2s&feature=youtu.be
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Knee Cave and Hip Shift:

Rolling Forward:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vE-ph-fLfcU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0QvfM4RYcQ&feature=youtu.be
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Weakness Out of The Hole:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lvZh7KKMTc&feature=youtu.be
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Fixing Weak Points in the Squat

Tempo Squat

Squat Variation: Helps With:

Pause Squat/Pin Squat

Knee Banded Squats

SSB Squat

Front Squat

Belt Squat/Leg Press

Slantboard Squat 
Negatives

Helps fix an erratic bar path. Can be used to manage knee pain.

Helps build weakness out of the hole. Helps build rep consistency.

Reinforces good knee patterning. Can help minimize hip shift. 

Builds quads and strengthens mid-back. Keeps shoulder in a safe position. 
Can be used in individuals who lack mobility to get under the bar or are 
battling shoulder/elbow pain. 

Builds quads and strengthens mid-back. 

Great way to add squat volume without loading the spine. 

Helps build trust in “knees forward” cue. Helpful in knee pain rehab. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLo_eCQfyxE
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Why am I not making progress on my big lifts? 

Cliff Notes:
- These points all assume you have good squat technique. Make sure you have 
   adequate mobility, a good barpath and consistent repetitions and sessions. If 
   you still don’t make progress when all of those things are in check, look below 
   for more ways to optimize recovery and improve strength. 
- 7-9 hours of regular, high-quality sleep.
- Protein intake is regularly .8-1 grams/lb of bodyweight per day.
- Manage your stress. High stress can impair recovery.
- Hydrate well. Make sure your urine is clear/semi-clear. 
- Better long term periodization(hypertrophy training blocks & strength 
   training blocks).
- Fix your weak points in the big lifts. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mvR3K_5Ruk
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Re-Testing Your max — How To
As always, when trying to gauge progress in a lift, I encourage you to record 
yourself. This allows you to be a bit more objective in your feedback. I think the 
most useful recording position is lined up straight to the side of the barbell. If 
the barbell had a marker on the end of it, you could see the line the barbell is 
drawing. Ideally your barbell is traveling straight up and down. 

Here are the steps I would take to maxing. The percentages are based off of 
your previous maxes. 

1. Squat Warm Up(listed earlier in this PDF).
2. 1x8@30-50% 
3. 1x5@60%
4. 1x3@70%
5. 1x1@80%
6. 1x1@90%
7. 1x1@100%+
8. Each set after add ~2.5% 

I personally like clients to go for a minimum PR so they always have that under 
their belt. If you’re feeling like you’ve got more in the tank, go for it! I like the 
minimum PR to start with because I constantly preach the importance of 1% 
changes and enjoying the process. 

And just like that, you’re done! Feel free to jump into any other programs on 
the website! We release new ones each month! I hope you enjoyed the 
program and I encourage you to keep chasing 1% improvement each day. A 
word I want you to burn into your brain is Kaizen. Kaizen means continuous 
improvement. Never stop. You’ve got this! 

Questions // Notes Section
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Number of Reps
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x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12

100.0% 95.5% 92.2% 89.2% 86.3% 83.7% 81.1% 78.6% 76.2% 73.9% 70.7% 68.0%

97.8% 93.9% 90.7% 87.8% 85.0% 82.4% 79.9% 77.4% 75.1% 72.3% 69.4% 66.7%

95.5% 92.2% 89.2% 86.3% 83.7% 81.1% 78.6% 76.2% 73.9% 70.7% 68.0% 65.3%

93.9% 90.7% 87.8% 85.0% 82.4% 79.9% 77.4% 75.1% 72.3% 69.4% 66.7% 64.0%

92.2% 89.2% 86.3% 83.7% 81.1% 78.6% 76.2% 73.9% 70.7% 68.0% 65.3% 62.6%

90.7% 87.8% 85.0% 82.4% 79.9% 77.4% 75.1% 72.3% 69.4% 66.7% 64.0% 61.3%

89.2% 86.3% 83.7% 81.1% 78.6% 76.2% 73.9% 70.7% 68.0% 65.3% 62.6% 59.9%

87.8% 85.0% 82.4% 79.9% 77.4% 75.1% 72.3% 69.4% 66.7% 64.0% 61.3% 58.6%
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How Do I Rate My RPE?

This was too easy to count as a true working set.

This was fairly easy, like a warm up set.

You could have DEFINITELY done 3 More Reps

You could have MAYBE done 3 More Reps

You could have DEFINITELY done 2 More Reps

You could have MAYBE done 2 More Reps

You could have DEFINITELY done 1 More Rep

10 Maximal Effort

You could have MAYBE done 1 More Rep
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Another way to Gauge RPE

No slow down of bar speed. 

Somewhere in between 6&7.

Some slow down in bar speed.

Somewhere in between 7&8.

Very visible slow down in bar speed, but no grind.

Somewhere in between 8&9.

Bar speed is slow. A grinding rep.

10 Bar speed almost completely stops.

Credit to Izzy Narvaez

Credit to Michael Tuchscherer and RTS

Credit to Michael Tuchscherer and RTS

Somewhere in between 9&10.

RPE—    Watch RPE Video Here

RPE allows you to take into account how you FEEL on a given day,
meaning you can take advantage of good days, and dial it back a bit
on bad days.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cTkVBpeCMk


All contents are copyright 2021 Dell Rapids Gym LLC, dba Rapid Fitness. 
All rights reserved worldwide. No portion of this book may be reproduced in 
any form without prior written permission from Matthew Beukelman.
 
The information contained in this document is solely for general education 
purposes only. The information has been based on evidence based principles, 
my educational background and practical experience with clients over the past 10+ 
years. The products and information on my website, www.rapidfitnessonline.com 
has not been evaluated by the United States Food and Drug Administration, or 
any other government authority. Dell Rapids Gym LLC, dba Rapid Fitness is not 
a physician and the information and products provided are not medical advice 
and should not replace medical advice.




